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Monroe Institute of Applied Sciences 
PRESENTS 

THE 1GATEWA Y PROGRAM 

WHO ARE WE? 
In l9fil'.5, Robert Monroe, a New York broadcasting 

,·xerntive. began having experiences that drastically 
·dtercd his life. Unpredictably, and without willing it, 
Monroe found himself leaving his physical body to travel, 
-. ia a "second body," to locales far removed from the 
ph~·sieal and spiritual realities of his life. Ifo was inhabiting 
a place unbounded by time or space. With some trepidation 
1w wrote> a book about his experiences. Doubleday 
; J11li! ishcd Journry:, Ont of the Body in 1971. Anchor brought 
,nit a SPeond edition in 1977. Throughout the book Monroe 
naintains the stance of a careful, objective reporter who 

, ift l'rl rPports his own confusion in this unusual area. He 
·,,[ ws upon personal experiences for interpretation rather 
l1:1n any occult, religious or spiritual framework. 

l n the l 9GO's, Monroe became interested in the possible 
,·nnnection between non-verbal .audio patterns and brain-
1:ave rhythms. From his long experience with sound, he 

:idvanc0d from rotating disc circuit breakers to 
,ophisticated, custom-built signal generators and the 
,nwl11dion of tapP rf'cordings in which he has as many as 
-:,1xh•0n patterns of sound mixed together on stereo channels. 

Prawing upon his discoveries :and the work of others, he 
, . m ploys a system of binaural beats to create a frcq1<e11cy 
,:1/lu11·i11g ;·espmu-w (FFR) Ly the brain-wave rhythms. The 
/FR not only gives some control over the braimvave 
;·mi~;sion of each hemisphere, it also promotes brain-·wave 
;_vnchronization between the two hemispheres. In May, 
! !l7G, l\fonroe received a generic patent for this method. 

[ n l!J'I 1. the Monroe Institute of Applied Sciences \Vas 
io1rndcd and located in the foothills of the Blue Ridge in 
\/ irg·inia. After he shared his find ing-s with others pursuing-
1 Jw same interests, an Advisory Board representing several 
inajor seicntific disciplines fornwd around the Institute. 
l'he Institute then developed a highly . experimental 
progran1 for the training of consciousness itself. 

conscious of one's particular inner resources. inner aLilit.ies, 
and, most of all, of one's inner g11i'flance. 

From Samadhi and Satori to the ''Vision Quest" and the 
"Cloud of Unknowing," cultures in all times and all places 
have harbored a few individuals who reached and practiced 
profound levels of self-exploration. Most of these individuals 
practiced within a mythology, an episternological 
groundwork by which they could interpret and give 
meaning to their experiences. 

Present day Western epistemology. just recovering from 
an entrancing flirtation with materialism, provides little in 
the way of a ladder toward other perceptual modes. What 
investigation has been done within our current theory of 
knowledge has centered on the physiology of the brain and 
on the possible correlalion between the brain's physical 
state and the subjective state of the mind. First, brain--wave 
profiles and then lateral brain specialization and 
hemispheric synchronization have offered potential tools 
for the description of the subjectiv<! state and the mind's 
operational funetion. 

Yet, in our work. we suspect that while the tremendous 
variety of subjective states may eaeh have physiological 
correlates, the ability to dctermitH' these correlates lies 
beyond our present techniques. It may well be. as Elmer 
Green suggests in Beyond l/iofccdbm·k, that tht' brain. as a 
physical mechanism, cannot register "non-physical" events. 
If this is the case. the Western ideaof"knowledgc" will have 
to be enlarged. Dut how'? 

It is precisely this that we are investigating. First, we are 
training interested individuals to switch their perception to 
areas or fields outside the realm of our physical matter 
reality. We call these, "non-physical realities." Then we 
examine the "data" they "bring back." Such examination 
pr0sents problems peculiar to this investigation. Often the 
experienees in these non-physie~al realities appear to be in 
and come from a qualitatively greater consciousness than 
our usual consciousness in physical matter reality. 

WHAT ARE WE DOING? Therefore, in order not to miss or misinterpret important 
We arc instructing and training individuals in the art of patterm; and information, we need to take the qualitatively 

, wit.chi nv perceptual modes, th,e art of becoming- more _g_rcater_pers1iective into acco!J.nbwhilc at the same time, in 
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nrder fo: pie patt~rns and info:r~f.ion t;Q]:~~ usefv_Lt.oJ~§~.:rn . CIA
i 11 physical reahty, vAPBry>'fS 1n~f)W;~frf~nf'-W-8tH U\g · 
pehpective of physical matter reality. 

It would be easier, of course, if we all would switch 
: 1erceptual modes and rise into a greater consciousness. 
That may be the only way we can enlarge our ideas about 

·.' knowledge itself; the only way we can create a "mythology" 
,;11fficient for the coming years. 

Our Gateway Program provides the instruction, the 
training and the environment for making this transition. On 
.J wide scale we have no idea how· successful the program 
would be. On a small scale we do know that it is successful 
J'or lhose who have the volition and tourage and desire to rise 
into the "truly" unknown. 

HOW IT WORKS · 
In appearance the Gateway Program presents a puzz:ling 

facade. A group of twenty people stand around talking, 
,.;!retching. Then they all enter a large room, lie down on 
i ;'ldividual mattresses, pull blankets over them, put on 
padded stereo headphones, and become motionlcim. The 
rnom is darkened. For the first five minutes slight coughs 
:,,nd rustlings can be heard. For the next forty minutes there 
i-, not a :;ound or movement coave a.n occasional snore. Then, 
:: 11 at the E,ame time, everyone sits up and looks around. Soon 
1 liey resume their talking, stretching and running outside. 
This happens several times during the day, evenin;g-, and 
;ometimes at three in the morning. Retreat center 
r .,ersonn el often ask, "What is going on here'!" 

These individuals are practicing and participating in a 
1 rogressiv1~ series of F'requency Following Response 
, ,,cordings. The major component of these recordings is a 
·,,~ries of non-verbal audio patterns, most of them masked by 
,1 "pink sound" similar to waves rolling along a beach or 
.. vind slipping through the trees. There may be several 
patterns going on at once, or,only one. The patterns may 
1 • hange slowly or rapidly. They may be complex wave·.forms 
I ,Patinir against each other, or a simple wave in one ear only. 
For the brain and mind are complex, and it appears that 
i IH'y must be coaxed into certain formations by an 
orchestration of complex audio patterns rather than by a 
,tat.ic mix of audio frequencies. It 1s, indeed, an art. And, by 
dlrawinp: from much practice and from hints we receive, we 
have approached it from an artist's, or creative cngine1;ir's, 
viev.-. Whatever works, we use, and attempt to improve. 

Verbal instruction carefully synchronized with the audio 
patterns in the recordings demand! that the listEmer not wait 
passively on his mattress for new experiences to overtake 
him. He must use a large amount of volition and 
concentration in order to · cooperate with the verbal 
i)istructions in the conducive environment gem1rated by the 
audio stimulation. 

From long experience, we know that the brain and mind 
do respond with great regularity to shifting FFRpatterns. 
Some researchers have studied the brain's response .. Thi~y 
have noted, in the brain-wave profile, strong and regular 
,hifts in the frequency, the power, and in the amount of 
wnchronization. F'or the most part, we have restricted 
u1;rsPlves to the study of the mind's response. Our interest 
! ies here. 

THE GATEWAY PROGRAM 
We call it this because this series of techniques do lead to a 

gateway, a gateway into different modes of perception. 
l•'rom our observation, the individuals who become involved 
in this Program find it both deeply disturbing and deeply 
satisfying-. From time to time, one response outweighs the 
other. 

Some participants run into what we call the "fear 
barrier" particularly if they try to advance too fast. One way 
or another this manifests as a fea:r about the potential loss of 
the self as they know it. F'or thi:3 reason the Program 
develops along carcfu lly controlled steps, each with a strong 
and positive base. This permits a self-protective mechani:3m 
to work. Hundreds of times we have observed that when an 
individual begins to stimulate hhnself more than his level of 
adjustment will allow, he blanks out the experience. He 
feels either that he went to sleep or that he "clicked out" for a 
period of time. Perhaps the next time, or the fifth time he 
repeats that exercise, he will remember the experience and 
then edge his level of adjustment, his homeostatic network, 
into a larger awareness. 

But we also see that as individuals advance through these 
stages, they develop a deep sense of self-worth. Much as a 
child proclaims his new i,vorth when he shouts, "Now, I am 
seven!" so they feel that vital sense of growth and of 
enjoyment from new levels of ability, creativity, and HEM

control. Best of all, their interior sense of direction 
strengthens. F'or most, all of this takes re-adjustment, 
dedication, time, and occasionally, couragEl. Yet, as this 
inner procesR begins, as thoy learn to cooperate with it and 
encourage it, they often experience a sense of lightness, 
deftness, even a great playfulness. 

Focus 10 - Deep Relaxation 
In order to a'Voi'.d the connotations often astwdatecl with 

names, we use nurnbers to desiynate different levels of 
consciousnes.<J. 

The first series of exercises in the Gateway Program 
instructs and trains the participant in the art of deep 
relaxation. Most types of interior exploration depend upon 
reaching profoundly relaxed levels. Even many of those who 
practiced this art for years have found that they rwed to 
reach yet deeper levels beforo the Program becomes 
effective. The level needed is close to the lucid dream state. 
Our key phrase is "body asleep; mind awake." At this level, 
the mind focuses on interior events in a different and more 
concentrated perceptual focus than in our usual waking 
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The training at this 1A'ffil~Q~~~lf{~~§B~On911~11\ : a1'.lf-~'li~'b~~~~9~n~r~isco~ered. The first is 
;,.{v~mtagerms to the ofner. The first anct oy far most self~'paftermn'f 'i'.Wffi'IB ~lNfe, Hi't.} tfa.Vi proJcct changes they 

, powerful i:; the FFR stimulation. We have found that most wish to have in the various aspects of their future being. An 
individual:·J who listen to these masked audio patterns, w.ith apparently larger self of each individual does appear to help 
110 instruction and no other stimulation, can reach and bring about those conditions need,:.,d for making these 

, 111aintain a level of relaxation beyond any conscious level changes. 
! hey have had previously. (It is for this that the patent has Also in this state comes more direct contact with this 
heen granted.) The second is a standard progressive apparently larger self. It appears, usually, in the form of an 
r,elaxation technique. Counting slowly from one to ten the external guide or guides. or as an inner voice, an internal 
participant relaxes in the environment generated by the movie maker, or as an inner knowing. One can ask questions 
F I•'R and tells his body to relax part by part. The third from the most mundane to the most profound; and often this 
tPclrniquc is suggestion. After several repetitions of this source will answer from an apparently larger persp,1}ctive. 
; ,roccss, the participant finds that he no longer needs the This opens the door to great creative expression. With this 
FFRortheprogressiverelaxationoxercisetoreachFocuslO. resource, the participant's life increases in both 

Is this self-hypnosis? It depends upon definition, If responsibility and complexity. At the same time, he feels a 
hypnosis is a generic· term given to all altered states of corresponding increase in his ability to handle the new 
:1 wareness and all use of suggestion, then this is a form of situations. 
l:ypnosfa. So would be many other areas of life, such as After much practice in intensifying F'ocus 12, some 
v:atchingt.devision,Wedoknowthatthebrain-waveprofile participants have found that they can control out of body 
1J fan individual in F'ocus 10 differs greatly from that of an experience, They become identi~ied with a second body, 
1 :1dividual in a standard "hypnotic trance." What this apparently composed of non-phymcal energy, and leave the 
difference means, we do not know, physical body. After they have reduced their cultural shock 

In Foern; 10, individuals find themselves thinking more through more practice, they then find themselves able to 
,, ith image1:, than with words. Though we all dlo this in the roam through other energy systems. 
· l ream state, few non-visualizers have achieved that level of 
rPlaxa.tion that permits them to do it in the waking state. 
!'hey find il a peculiar experience, Strongeneriries can flow Focus 15 
i11 Focus 10, energies similar to electrical or vib:ratory Much as Focus 12 appears to rise naturally out of Focus 
;.,msations. We call them "non-physical energim;." To 10, the state we call Focus Hi grows naturally out of a strong 
.•.;tablish more control in this state, the next series of and stable I•,ocus 12. Yet a different energy level, Fo1~us 15 
•:,ercises concentrate on building and using very simple leads into a different set of energy systems marked most of 
:mage-inary" tools for the gathering, focusing, and all by the ncmsignificanceoftime. In fa.ct, time as we know it 
l i:,tributinrrofthese non-physical energies. To their delight, no longer exists, Our explorers have reported that in one 

, i 11~ participants find that these energies do affect the area ofF'ocus 15, they have some ability to manipulah! time. 
physical reality. 

This particular non-physical energy system appears to be 
·, mnected with the channels bt!twe,~n the mind and body, for One To One 
11 is especially useful in healing and in preparing the body 
,or stronger use. It also appears to be the system responsible 
for much of the "psychic" attunernent between individuals 
;ome distance apart. One of the most important exercises at 
this level involves "distant viewing," the discernment of the 
",notional and, perhaps, the physical stat~ of a familiar 
111dividual not in the immediate vicinity. Anyone in Focus 
l <ii finds this to be a relatively simple exercise. 

r•'oem; 12 - High Energy 

At the Institute we have done much investigation of one 
phenomenon that can appear in Focus 12 and Focus 15. 
With great care and eompassion, a strong and guiding 
figure will lead an explorer out of the body. place him in a 
comfortable position, and watch over him while talking to 
us, using the explorer's vocal cords, thought patterns and 
vocabulary. The onset of this phenomenon in several 
explorers, each without knowing about the others, has been 
astoundingly similar. Even n1ore fascinating is the fact that 
the information these sources give, all of it being· of a gentle 
and instructional nature, has a high degren of correlation, 
We have no way, of course, to remove all possible 
contamination or leakage between each explorer and 
between them and ourselves. While we do not promote this 
information nor make any claims about its authenticity, we 
have been most impressed with its quality. 

After the participants have explored and used Ji.,ocus l Oto 
l heir satisfaction, they advance to the next stage of the 
: '.ateway Program, Focus 12. Occasionally, an individual in 
Focus 10 feels a sudden or 11:radual heightening or 
,•:,pansion of his mind and possibly of his body. He also feels 
1. strong vibration or a charged feeling. He knows, 
i nmistakeably, that he is in a different state of energy . 
. ,A any people have this experience in "high dreams" or Individual Tests 
« 0 1·ompanying out of body experiences. We call this On the way to Focus 10 and Focus 12 most participants 
.·:,panded, high-energy state, Focus 12. encounter a few obstacles. A small percentage develop 

The next series of FFR recordings instruct and train the physical i>.ymptoms. If these persist. we recommend they 
1 iarticipants in the creation of a device that will, in the Focus leave the Program for a period of time and concentrate on 
11) state, generate energy from this new energy system, then physical health and on a mind-body integration technique 
1 r:rnsport. them to Focus 12, help them acclimate to this new such as Reichian therapy, Yoga asanas, or Tai-Chi. 
,,, odd, and finally, bring them back to Focus 10. After a · Almost every participant, at first, has some difficulty 
<.radual. carefully controlled introduction to Focus 12, the maintaining waking consciousness. What triggers the loss 
iarticipants learn to stay there longer and then to use it. of consciousness before they reach the lucid dream level of 

We give them sevAWroW'tfijiloy ~\UeJge ~/d§NW: cth?-.ffl3~-cfd7§8Rtffi1~\Y6~1<»>0EP-8 know that when the 
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PR;l'ticipijnts pr~ctice ~\l,xcf'ffir~~e!:Peeo20H~Jb9)lftf: AJt1R.Ai§~1JfBntJ1fo.Bi.\ffic)RA',JJ.1/~nc;.gpbept_ of w~o he is; his 
l~i.·n to enter I• OCUS :ffil"'cc>nsistently. '·H'ome'o'~~tfo riMW6l"I'<' i"t 'fflAfif.eHf?d. With gmdance from 

Some who have great difficulty with physical and mental himself and others, the participant can assimilate the new 
r·elaxation may have minds held tense to keep unwanted level of awareness. If he does not wish to assimilate it, he can 
material repressed, a natural self-protective mechanism. push the experience into the background and preserve his 
At first. in the Focus 10 exercises, they either sleep or present homeostatis . 
,·emain wide awake at what we call the Focus 1 level .. Then, Deep relaxation with the intent of personal growth 
as they repeat the exercises many times, they learn to relax appears to trigger an internal process toward better 
more dec•ply while maintaining consciousness. Bit by bit, in physical and mental health. Some participants find 
a sclf-regu la ting process, they begin conscious assimilation themselves spontaneously giving up tobacco, alcohol, drugs, 
of repressed material. For some, this process is a matt.er of even television. Others may go through an over-due divorce, 
hours; for a few, it is a matter of months. At times, they change jobs, or move to another State. 
r•xrircss and release a great deal of negative emotion. If an But, as the participant approaches Focus 12, his contact 
individual should pass our screening process who does have with this source of direction becomes clearer, setting up a 
:t great deal of repressed material and little ego strength, we feedback loop about his particular path. Al I he has to do is 
do not permit him to continue. We arc not practicing pay attention to these inner directions and exercise the 
psychotherapy. Our task is not to repair, but to build on solid volition to follow the changes. 
i'ou nda tions. 

liomem;tasis impedes most participants at times. 
Physicians use the term, "homeostasis," for the tendency of 
the body to establish an equilibrium of functioning· between 
all the body systems. This equilibrium set.s up an inertia, 
mrncwhat like a spinning gyroscope, that resists any new 
method of physical functioning, even if the new method is 
beneficial. g1mer and Alyce Green have remarked. that 
!he term also describes the resistance of the mind to any new 
mental system. In the Gateway ProgTam this resistance 
,nanifcsl:, as the thought and feeling that Focus 10 and 
l•'ot'US l:~ may be interesting but that they arc just 
magi nation inside the head and have little to do with "real" 
·pality. interest wanes, and the mind keeps its homE!Osiatic 
1wtwork intaet. 

Tlw homcstatic network may be threatened by 
ex istcntially disturbing experiences. In this Program, 
, •xperiences of a larger awareness do come. Often they are 
, 1verpowering in a way not previously conceived by the 
iarticipanL They can be overpowering to the extent that 

-----------~~,taf---~"'·--------
The Gateway Affirmation 

"I mn more than mu physical body. Because I am 
more than ph?Ji·dcal rnntter, I can percei'oe that which is 
greater than the physical world. I deeply desire to 
E:r.:po.nd, and to Bxperience, to Know. to Understand, to 
Control, to U1w .'luch greater energies and energu 
systenu; m:1 may be beneficial and constructive to me and 
to those tofw follow 111r. 

Also, I d<'cply desire the help and cooperation, the 
cwsi.'ltana. the understnndh1v of thm;e individuals 
whose wisdom, de1Jc/opment and eJiperience is equal to 
or rrrea.tcr than my ourn. I ask their guidance and 
protection from any inJhwnce or any source that might 
prov'i<le me with less than my stated desires." 

---------·-------..,~·----·---
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